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Reconstructing a tree from distances

Discovering the Neighbor-Joining algorithm:

The Neighbor-Noining algorithm (NJ) is a tree reconstruction algorithm which 
identifies at each step the two neighbor leaves which minimizes the total 
expected length of the tree, and replaces them by their parent.

Q1. Given an unrooted tree T
ij
 made of a central vertex u with n-2 leaf neighbors, 

as well as a neighbor v of u having two leaf
 
neighbors i and j, and an additive metric 

d corresponding to T
ij
, evaluate the total length L

ij
 of T

ij
 depending on: 

● the sum S1 of all distances between leaf
 
neighbors of u on the one side and i 

and j on the other side ;
● the sum S2 of all

 
distances between leaf neighbors of u ; 

● the distance d(i,j) between i and j.
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Reconstructing a tree from distances

Discovering the Neighbor-Joining algorithm:

The Neighbor-Noining algorithm (NJ) is a tree reconstruction algorithm which 
identifies at each step the two neighbor leaves which minimizes the total 
expected length of the tree, and replaces them by their parent.

Q1. Given an unrooted tree T
ij
 made of a central vertex u with n-2 leaf neighbors, 

as well as a neighbor v of u having two leaf
 
neighbors i and j, and an additive metric 

d corresponding to T
ij
, evaluate the total length L

ij
 of T

ij
 depending on:

● the sum S1 of all distances between leaf
 
neighbors of u on the one side and i 

and j on the other side ;
● the sum S2 of all

 
distances between leaf neighbors of u ; 

● the distance d(i,j) between i and j.

2(n-2) L
ij
 = S1 + 2S2 + (n-2)d(i,j) 

so L
ij
 = S1/(2(n-2)) + S2/(n-2) + d(i,j)/2 (1)
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Reconstructing a tree from distances

Discovering the Neighbor-Joining algorithm:

Q2. Rewrite L
ij
 to express this total length depending on the sum Σ of

 
distances 

between all pairs of leaves of T
ij
, as well as d(i,j), r

i
 and r

j
, where r

x
 is the sum of 

distances between leaf x and all other leaves of T
ij
.

Q3. The NJ algorithm consists in repeating, starting from a star tree: choose two
 

vertices i and j which minimize L
ij
 and replace them by node v in

 
the distance matrix 

corresponding to d.
 
Give an appropriate formula to compute d(v,k) for each leaf k 

of T
ij
 depending on the distances between leaves of T

ij
 (including i and j: for them, 

use d(i,j), r
i
 and r

j
).

Saitou & Nei, 1987
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Reconstructing a tree from distances

Discovering the Neighbor-Joining algorithm:

Q2. Rewrite L
ij
 to express this total length depending on the sum Σ of

 
distances 

between all pairs of leaves of T
ij
, as well as d(i,j), r

i
 and r

j
, where r

x
 is the sum of 

distances between leaf x and all other leaves of T
ij
.

Σ = S1 + S2 + d(i,j) ⇒ S2 = Σ - S1 - d(i,j) et S1 = r
i
 + r

j
 - 2 d(i,j) donc

L
ij
 = S1/(2(n-2)) + (2Σ - 2S1 - 2d(i,j))/(2(n-2)) + (n-2)d(i,j)/(2(n-2))

  = -(r
i
 + r

j
 - 2 d(i,j))/(2(n-2)) + Σ/(n-2) + (n-4)d(i,j)/(2(n-2))

  = Σ/(n-2) -(r
i
 + r

j
)/(2(n-2)) + d(i,j)/2 so minimizing L

ij
 is minimizing (n-2)d(i,j)-(r

i
 + r

j
)

Q3. The NJ algorithm consists in repeating, starting from a star tree: choose two
 

vertices i and j which minimize L
ij
 and replace them by node v in

 
the distance matrix 

corresponding to d.
 
Give an appropriate formula to compute d(v,k) for each leaf k 

of T
ij
 depending on the distances between leaves of T

ij
 (including i and j: for them, 

use d(i,j), r
i
 and r

j
).

For all k≠i, j, d(v,k) = (d(i,k)+d(j,k)-d(i,j))/2

2(n-2)d(v,i) = Σ(d(i,k)) - Σ(d(j,k)) + (n-2)d(i,j), so 2(n-2)d(v,i) = r
i
 - r

j
 + (n-2)d(i,j), so 

d(v,i) = (r
i
 - r

j
)/(2(n-2)) + d(i,j)/2

Saitou & Nei, 1987
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Gusfield’s algorithm for perfect phylogeny

Dan Gusfield (1991), Efficient algorithms for inferring 
evolutionary trees. Networks, vol. 21(1), pages 19-28.
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The perfect phylogeny problem

Matrix M of binary sequences with n lines (species) and m columns (characters). 
Given M, decide if there exists a tree and binary sequences labeling internal 
nodes such that:
● the root is labeled by a sequence of only zeros;
● each character may change only once in the tree.

Gusfield’s test for perfect phylogeny in O(nm):
● sort the columns of M in decreasing order (radix 

sort), considering them as binary numbers
● remove duplicate columns to get matrix M'
● for each cell M'

i,j
=1, define S

i,j
={k<j | M'

i,k
=1} ;

L
i,j

=max S
i,j

 if S
i,j

 not empty, 0 otherwise ; 
for each column j, L

j
=max(L

i,j
)

● check if L
i,j

=L
j
 for each M'

i,j
=1

To reconstruct the tree, connect each node j with its parent L
j
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The perfect phylogeny problem

Matrix M of binary sequences with n lines (species) and m columns (characters). 
Given M, decide if there exists a tree and binary sequences labeling internal 
nodes such that:
● the root is labeled by a sequence of only zeros;
● each character may change only once in the tree.

Gusfield’s test for perfect phylogeny in O(nm):
● sort the columns of M in decreasing order (radix 

sort), considering them as binary numbers
● remove duplicate columns to get matrix M'
● for each cell M'

i,j
=1, define S

i,j
={k<j | M'

i,k
=1} ;

L
i,j

=max S
i,j

 if S
i,j

 not empty, 0 otherwise ; 
for each column j, L

j
=max(L

i,j
)

● check if L
i,j

=L
j
 for each M'

i,j
=1

To reconstruct the tree…

Example with 
5 species:
00111001
00110011
10100001
01000100
00000100



Gusfield’s algorithm for perfect phylogeny

Dan Gusfield (1991), Efficient algorithms for inferring 
evolutionary trees. Networks, vol. 21(1), pages 19-28.
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The perfect phylogeny problem

Matrix M of binary sequences with n lines (species) and m columns (characters). 
Given M, decide if there exists a tree and binary sequences labeling internal 
nodes such that:
● the root is labeled by a sequence of only zeros;
● each character may change only once in the tree.

Gusfield’s test for perfect phylogeny in O(nm):
● sort the columns of M in decreasing order (radix 

sort), considering them as binary numbers
● remove duplicate columns to get matrix M'
● for each cell M'

i,j
=1, define S

i,j
={k<j | M'

i,k
=1} ;

L
i,j

=max S
i,j

 if S
i,j

 not empty, 0 otherwise ; 
for each column j, L

j
=max(L

i,j
)

● check if L
i,j

=L
j
 for each M'

i,j
=1

To reconstruct the tree, connect each node j with its parent L
j

Time complexity: O(nm)

Example with 
5 species:
0011100
0011001
1010000
0100010
0000010



Perfect phylogeny with multiple characters

Dan Gusfield (1991), Efficient algorithms for inferring 
evolutionary trees. Networks, vol. 21(1), pages 19-28.
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The perfect phylogeny problem

Matrix M of binary sequences with n lines (species) and m columns (characters). 
Given M, decide if there exists a tree and binary sequences labeling internal 
nodes such that:
● the root is labeled by a sequence of initial character states;
● each character may change only once in the tree.

Polynomial-time solvable for fixed number of character states
O(n²k)-time algorithm for n sequences of k quaternary characters

NP-hard in general

What if the phylogeny is not perfect?
→ maximum parsimony

Mike Steel (1992), The Complexity of Reconstructing Trees from 
Qualitative Characters and Subtrees, Journal of Classification, 

Hans Bodlaender, Mike Fellows, Tandy Warnow (1992), Two 
strikes against perfect phylogeny, ICALP

Sampath Kannan, Tandy Warnow (1994), Inferring evolutionary 
history from DNA sequences, SIAM Journal on Computing



Computing the parsimony of a tree: Fitch’s algorithm

The small parsimony problem:

- input: a rooted (binary) tree T and a set S of aligned sequences

- output: parsimony score of T for S

Fitch’s algorithm:

Part 1: For each character k of S treated independently, recursively compute the 
optimal set of possible ancestral characters with a bottom-up approach:

- for each leaf l, define S
k
(l) as {k(l)}

- for each internal node v, calling its children c
1
 and c

2
, define S

k
(v) as:

- S
k
(c

1
)∩S

k
(c

2
) if S

k
(c

1
)∩S

k
(c

2
) ≠ ∅

- S
k
(c

1
)∪S

k
(c

2
) otherwise, and increase the parsimony by 1

Walter M. Fitch (1971) Toward defining the course of evolution: 
minimum change for a specific tree topology, Systematic Biology



Computing the parsimony of a tree: Fitch’s algorithm

The small parsimony problem:

- input: a rooted (binary) tree T and a set S of aligned sequences

- output: parsimony score of T for S

Fitch’s algorithm:

Part 1: For each character k of S treated independently, recursively compute the 
optimal set of possible ancestral characters with a bottom-up approach:

- for each leaf l, define S
k
(l) as {k(l)}

- for each internal node v, calling its children c
1
 and c

2
, define S

k
(v) as:

- S
k
(c

1
)∩S

k
(c

2
) if S

k
(c

1
)∩S

k
(c

2
) ≠ ∅

- S
k
(c

1
)∪S

k
(c

2
) otherwise, and increase the parsimony by 1

Part 2: For each character k of S, recursively pick one character from S
k
(v) for each 

node v, favouring the parent character, with a top-down approach.

Walter M. Fitch (1971) Toward defining the course of evolution: 
minimum change for a specific tree topology, Systematic Biology



Finding the best tree for parsimony: 2-approximation

The large parsimony problem:

- input: a set S of aligned sequences

- output: find a tree T with minimum parsimony score for S

2-approximation algorithm:

Build a complete graph G whose vertices are the elements of S, with weights on 
edges corresponding to the Hamming distance between corresponding sequences.

Build a minimum spanning tree T. Calling T* the tree with best parsimony 
(minimum parsimony score w), w(T) ≤ 2 w(T*) 

Junhyong Kim, Tandy Warnow, Tutorial on Phylogenetic Tree Estimation, ISMB 2005
Semple & Steel, Phylogenetics, 2003

https://kim.bio.upenn.edu/software/tagd/ISMBtutorial.pdf


Finding the best tree for parsimony: 2-approximation

The large parsimony problem:

- input: a set S of aligned sequences

- output: find a tree T with minimum parsimony score for S

2-approximation algorithm:

Build a complete graph G whose vertices are the elements of S, with weights on 
edges corresponding to the Hamming distance between corresponding sequences.

Build a minimum spanning tree T. Calling T* the tree with best parsimony 
(minimum parsimony score w), w(T) ≤ 2 w(T*) 

Proof: Consider a Eulerian tour C of T* (so w(C)=2w(T*)), P a path in G obtained by 
deleting any edge from a tour obtained from C by visiting each vertex once, in the 
order they appear in C (so w(P)≤w(C) by the triangular inequality for Hamming 
distances). P is a spanning tree so w(T)≤w(P)≤w(C) so finally w(T)≤2w(T*)

Junhyong Kim, Tandy Warnow, Tutorial on Phylogenetic Tree Estimation, ISMB 2005
Semple & Steel, Phylogenetics, 2003

https://kim.bio.upenn.edu/software/tagd/ISMBtutorial.pdf


Rooting methods

The parsimony scores of all rootings of an unrooted phylogenetic tree are equal

The pairwise distances between the leaves of all rootings of an unrooted 
phylogenetic tree are equal

→ How to root a tree built from a distance or from a parsimony method?

14



Rooting methods

The parsimony scores of all rootings of an unrooted phylogenetic tree are equal

The pairwise distances between the leaves of all rootings of an unrooted 
phylogenetic tree are equal

→ How to root a tree built from a distance or from a parsimony method?

- midpoint rooting

- outgroup rooting

15



Comparing trees

Distances between trees:

• Robinson Foulds distance between T1 and T2:
- Number of different splits (“symmetric difference metric”)

- Minimum number of edge contractions/decontractions to go from T1 to T2

• quartet distance between T1 and T2:
- Number of different quartets
→ computed in O(dn log n) for trees of max degree d

→ diameter of the quartet distance?
• Conjecture: at most (2/3+o(1)) BINOM(n,4)
• 2014: > 2/3 BINOM(n,4)

at most (0.9+o(1)) BINOM(n,4)
• 2016: at most (0.69+o(1)) BINOM(n,4)

at most (2/3+o(1)) BINOM(n,4) for caterpillars
• 2019: strongly explicit example for > 2/3 BINOM(n,4)

Robinson and Foulds, Comparison of phylogenetic trees, 1981

16

Brodal, Fagerberg, Pedersen, Mailund and Sand, SODA 2013
Survey: Sand, Holt, Johansen, Fagerberg, Brodal, Pedersen and Mailund. Biology, 2014

Alon, Snir & Yuster, SODA 2014

Alon, Naves & Sudakov, SODA 2016

Bandelt & Dress, Advances in 
Applied Mathematics, 1986

Chor, Erdős &
Komornik, Ann. Comb. 2019
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http://www.cs.tau.ac.il/~nogaa/PDFS/subsetcomp2.pdf
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/s00026-018-0411-3.pdf
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/s00026-018-0411-3.pdf


Comparing trees

Distances between trees:

• Robinson Foulds distance between T1 and T2:
- Number of different splits (“symmetric difference metric”)

- Minimum number of edge contractions/decontractions to go from T1 to T2

• quartet distance between T1 and T2:
- Number of different quartets
→ computed in O(dn log n) for trees of max degree d

• SPR distance between T1 and T2:
- Minimum number of SPR moves to go from T1 to T2
→ NP-hard

→ computed in O(2.42k k +n3) for 2 rooted binary trees with SPR distance k

Robinson and Foulds, Comparison of phylogenetic trees, 1981
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Brodal, Fagerberg, Pedersen, Mailund and Sand, SODA 2013
Survey: Sand, Holt, Johansen, Fagerberg, Brodal, Pedersen and Mailund. Biology, 2014

Rooted trees: Bordewich and Semple, Annals of Combinatorics 2005
Unrooted trees: Hickey, Dehne, Rau-Chaplin and Blouin, Evolutionary Bioinformatics 2008

Whidden, Beiko, and Zeh, SIAM Journal on Computing 2013
Survey: Shi, Feng, Chen, Wang, Wang, Tsinghua Science and Technology 2013



Comparing trees

Day’s algorithm
Linear-time computation of the Robinson Foulds distance between two rooted 
binary trees T1 and T2:

● relabel leaves of T1 (from left to right) from 1 to n, relabel T2's leaves 
accordingly

● represent the leaves below each internal node x of T1 as an interval [i
x
,j

x
]

● store these intervals in an array t: [i
x
,j

x
] stored in t[i

x
] if x is the right child of its

parent, in t[j
x
] otherwise

● visit the nodes of T2, finding the minimum m, the maximum M, and the 
number l of leaves below each of them: if l=M-m+1 and the corresponding 
interval exists in t (in the m’th or in the M’th cell), then the interval is present 
both in T1 and T2. Otherwise it corresponds to a cluster in T2 but not in T1.

Day, Optimal algorithms for comparing trees with labeled leaves, 1985
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Exploring the tree space

NNI: nearest neighbor interchange
Consider an edge e and exchange the adequate subtrees connected to e.

SPR: subtree pruning and regrafting
Disconnect a subtree and reattach it somewhere else.

TBR: tree bisection and reconnection
Delete an edge in the tree, reconnect the two parts with a new edge anywhere.

An NNI is a special kind of SPR, which is a special kind of TBR.

NNIs allow to explore the whole tree space. Proof: induction on...

Felsenstein, Inferring phylogenies, 2002, 39-4419



Exploring the tree space... to find the optimal tree

Exploring the tree space is useful to find the optimal topology for:

• Parsimony
Given the tree topology, find the scenario which explains current genetic 
sequences with the minimum number of operations along the tree edges

• Likelihood
Given the tree topology and a statistical model of evolution, find the scenario 
which produces current genetic sequences with the highest probability

Models of evolution: Jukes Cantor’69, Kimura’80, Felsenstein’81

• Distance optimization
Given the tree topology, find edge lengths which best explain distance data 
between current genetic sequences

Tree quality: Is the obtained tree “robust”?
Bootstrap: apply the same algorithm on “resampled” data

Felsenstein, Inferring phylogenies, 2002, 39-44
http://evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phylip/software.html

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Models_of_DNA_evolution
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